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Abstract

Under imperfect competition and bilateral trade, (second best) efficient environmental policies

may not equate marginal willingness to pay with social marginal costo Then trade incentives

may strengthen or weaken environmental policies even when tougher environmental policies

imply higher unit cost for domestic firms.
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1.-Introduction

We analyze the strategic distortions that trade incentives induce in environmental policies in

the presence of bilateral trade and imperfect competition. For that, we compare the

environmental policies that a global government would set with those expected from the

decentralized decisions of governments of trading countries. In the first case, which we can

consider as a situation where countries coordinate their environmental policies, first best

efficiency is not guaranteed unless governments have enough instruments to attain possibly

conflicting goals (inducing the correct choices of both technology and the level of output, for

instance). That is, marginal willingness to pay for consumption goods may not equate their

marginal social cost, which includes environmental damage.

We show that the origin of the possible distortions introduced by trade lies in the

higher responsiveness of domestic output to the policy variables. Indeed, if policies are not

coordinated, a change in one government's policy is not matched by a similar change in those

ofother governments. Therefore tougher (weaker) policies reduce (in crease) domestic output

by more than under policy coordination. Then, if marginal willingness to par exceeds marginal

social cost at the coordinated solution, trade incentives work in the direction of weaker

environmental polices. However, if marginal willingness to par is higher than marginal social

cost, the opposite is true. We illustrate by providing examples of both cases for particular

specifications of policy instruments that have been studied in the literature. We also give an

example of first best instruments which (under symmetry) implies no trade incentives on

environmental policies.

That strategic trade considerations could make environmental policies tougher is a

result that has been obtained under several assumptions: with competition in prices

(Barrett,1994); with enough firms in each country so that tougher environmental policies

soften competition among domestic firms (Barrett,1994);1 and when tougher standards force

firms to undertake R&D to the point of actualIy reducing their unit costs (Ulph and Ulph

,1995; also, see Ulph, 1996, for a good survey of ibis literature).2 Here we show that ibis

result is possible even when tougher environmental policies imply higher unit costs for

domestic firms and ibis increases the competitive pressure they face.

1 Moreover, this result is general only because in Barrett's model finns sellin a tllird count.ry, so tllat consumer
surplus is not an argument in tlle welfare fimction. C

2 Witllout strategic considerations, Krutilla (1991) and Markusen (1975) show that enviromnenta.l policies

could be too strict in an open economy if tlle country is an exponer of a pollution intensive good.



2.- The model: Imperfect competition and bilater~ll trade

We consider a symmetric, Brander-Spencer (1984) model of bilateral trade. Two firms, each

located in a different country, i=I,2, produce a homogeneous, tradable good. The demand for
this good in each country is given by the inverse demand function P(Q). 3

Local production generates local environmental damage as a byproduct. 4 We assume

that the level of this damage depends both on the level of local output q and an environmental

instrument, C, the level of which is set by the government. Thus, h(c,q) measures the

extemality (environmental damage) created by production. In the sequel we will consider

different particular interpretations for the environmental instrument, but in all cases the extent

of environmental fegulation will translate into a constant increase in the marginal cost of the

domestic firmo AJso, we assume that h( ) is c~nvex, increasing in q, and decreasing in c.

Firms can freely export their output, and compete in quantities. To make the analysis

simple, we assume that the firms' marginal cost ofproduction, net ofthe cost ofenvironmental

regulation, c, is constant, and normalize this cost to zero.

This defines a two-stage game. In the first stage, the two govemments simultaneously

set their environmental variables with the goal of maximizing (domestic) surplus minus social
(environmental) cost h(c,qi + q;*). In the second, firms set quantities. We denote by qi and

q;* respectively the quantities produced by firm i for sale in its domestic (i) and foreign (j)

markets.

Given our assumptions on costs, firms consider the two markets separately. The first

arder conditions for their profit maximization in market (country) i are

P'(qi+ 

q;J qi + P(qi+ q;J -Ci = o,

..
P'(q;+ qj) q) P(q;+q;J -Cj= O. (2)

Equations (1) and (2) implicitly define the equilibrium qj(Cj.c}J and q;(c;,c j)' for i=1,2.

Now we can anaJyze the first stage of the game, that is, the governments' competition
on environmentaJ poJicies. Let Q; = q;+ q; denote the suppJy in country i. Also, Jet R;

represent the revenue of firm i in its domestic market and Rj* represent its exports revenue and

denote by C = (Cj. c2J. Then, we can write the govemment's objective function as

3 As usual, we ,viii implicitly assmne tllat tllis demand fimction is not too convex, so tllat the solution to tlle

system (1), (2) below is unique (see for instance Tirole, 1988).
4The same feat11res would be obtained under spillovers in pollution, as far as there is still a component of local
pollution.



(3)Wj(G = C..\'(QJ + RJqj' q;J + R;.[qj, q; J -h(c,qj+ q~)

,2, are defined by the equilibrium equations (1) and (2), andwhere qi and q; for i =

is the consumer surplus in country i. The first arder condition for this problem is

aw;(c)
Oc;

(4)=0

The set of equations (1) through (4) (for i = 1,2) defines (interior) equilibrium in this game.

3. Trade incentives and the environment

We now turn to the analysis of how the decentralized solution characterized above

compares to the environmental policy that a global government would seto That is, we

investigate the incentives to manipulate the environmental policies associated with trade

concerns.

Since we have assumed constant returns to scale in production and convex

environmental damages, the coordinated solution would imply symmetric policies and

therefore symmetric outputs. Thus the problem for the planner would be5

c

where Q(c) represents the production of two symmetric, competing firms, each one having

unit costs equal to c. The first arder condition for this problem is

~]~
aQ dc

P(Q) --
,

Notice, in particular, that the solution to th~ problem above needs not imply that the price is

equal to the marginal social cost of production, ~. More generally, (5) does not necessarily

8h

aQ
= P; consequently it does not imply ~ = O.

iJc
imply that

5 We are restricting the instrument available to t.lle goveruments to their environmental instruments (for
instance, we don't consider taritTs). Whether goveruments have sufficient instruments plays an important role,

as will be seen later.



Now we return to the decentralized case. Using equations (1) and (2), equation (4)

above becomes:6

iJ(q¡ 

+ q;)

iJc¡

aw;(c)
()c.I

P(Qi)-~

aQ

éJh
--=0.

iJc
(6)=

dQ
dc

Equations (5) and (6) differ in that we have in (5) whereas in (6) we have

o(qj + q;)
The former is the output response of two competing firms to increases in their

OCj

respective marginal costs. The latter is the output response of two firms faced with an increase

in their marginal costs when each is competing with another firm whose costs do not change.

Then, in general (when evaluated at the same output levels) ~ will be smalIer in absolute
dc

*
o(qj +qj)terms than : That is, the origin of the distortion introduced by trade considerations

oc¡

is the larger reaction of domestic output to (unilateral) changes in c as compared to

coordinated (bilateral) ones.

ow;(C:
()c.I

eva\uated at theTo analyze the direction of this distortion, we compute

coordinated solution. If this derivative is negative, the governments would react to policy

competition by decreasing the levels of en,vironmental protection. Thus, in equilibrium we

would expect less environmental protection than the coordinated one. But the opposite would

be true if the derivative is positive. Evaluating equation (6) at this (symmetric) level of c, that
we denote by C*, and substituting for 8h using equation (5), we have that-

Oc

~~~'~

Jc3Q

1)

oc; Oc;

6 ..OQ j .aQ;
We should add to tlllS the tenns P'(Qj) q; --P'(Qv q j -.The first tenn represents the increase

Oc. Oc, , ,
in tlle cost ofimports for country i induced by an increase in Ci. The second tenn represents tlle corresponding

decrease of exports revenues. In any symmetric sihlation Witll no tariffs, tllese two terms are equal, since firms
are tllen symmetric in both markets.



This result is easy to explain: Increasing consumption in the country is desirable if the

marginal willingness to pay is higher than the social marginal costo Now, since the output

response is higher under policy competition, reducing c in this situation in creases the

consumption in the country by more than under coordination. Therefore, under policy

competition that positive effect of a reduction in c more than outweighs the negative direct

impact on social costo However, the opposite is true if the marginal willingness to pay (under

coordination) is lower than the marginal social costo

What has been said above with respect to the equilibrium values of the environmental

instrument also extends to the environmental damage. Indeed, if governments respond to trade

by increasing the value of c, then firms will also cut their output, since their marginal costs

raise, and both changes lead to a cut in erivironmental costs h(c,q). The opposite occurs if

governments respond by lowering the value of c.

The question is now whether (7) has a definite signo That is, whether marginal

willingness to pay is always higher or always lower than marginal socia! cost at the

coordinated solution. We now consider severa! particular forros of h(c,q), and then severa!

particular cases of environmental instruments, that have been used in the literature. With them

we will show that the answer to the above question is in the negative. That is, trade incentives

may work in the direction of tougher or weaker environmental policies.

(i) Taxes on outQut: The only instrument for the government is a tax on output. Then h(c,q) =H(q). 

This is the model studied by Hung (1994). Notice that ~ = O and therefore the-

ac

coordinated solution is actualIy first best. Moreover, this first best solution coincides with the

decentralized solution and then, in this syrnrnetric world, trade incentives do not alter
environrnental policies. 7

(ii) Tax on emission and technolo~ choice: The government can tax emissions directly, but

firms can choose among several constant marginal cost technologies with different degrees of

pollution. A particular case is the model analyzed by Kennedy (1994). Governments set tax
rates T on emissions which are given by the function Z(B,q) = q/B, where e represents the

technology chosen by the firm after observing the government's choice of T. Technology e also

results in input unit costs e for the firmo Hence, cheaper technology results in higher pollution.

7 Hung (1994) mist.1ken1y concludes tlmt trade incentives work against envirornnenta1 protection. He a1so

obtains bis result by comparing the expression for the optimal tax on emissions under coordination and under
strategic interaction. The expression for the strategic solution includes (apparently) the same tenns as the
coordinated solution plus a new tenn, which is negative, and this explains llis conclusion. The mistake comes
from the fact that those tenns (including derivatives of emissions aIld output with respect to tax) are only
apparently the Sí1me. In reality tlley are different beca use they refer to different changes in tax: unilateral
change versus bilateral changes.



For each desired level of output q, a firm chooses technology e so as to minimize cost, that is,

to minimize

()q + rZ((j,q) = ()q + r(q/f)).

Then the firm chooses B = '(1/2, for any level of production. Thus, the cost for the firm is linear

in B, 2(jq, and choosing '( is equivalent to choosing B. On the other hand, emissions cause
damage given by the increasing and convex function e(Z). With all this, and letting c = 2B,

Kennedy's model is recovered by setting h(c,q) = (c/2) q + e(2q/c).

Kennedy has shown that for this particular specification, trade incentives always work

against environmental standards. That is, (7) is negative. However, consider the following,

alternative specification of policy on inputs:

(iii) In}2ut standard: There is a continuum B E [O, bJ of possible, perfectly substitutable, inputs

from which to produce commodity q at constant retums to scale, where B is also the (fixed,

exogenously given) price of the input. The "higher B, the lower the level of emissions of any

given output q, which is given by (b-B)q. Finally, the environmental damage of emissions

increases more than proportional1y with its level, and is given by A[(b-B)qj2. Both b and A

are positive constants. The instrument for governments is the setting of a standard on inputs,

taken here as the setting ofthe maximal admissible pol1uting (i.e., cheapest) input c, which the

firm wil1 actual1y choose to use. Then, the social cost of production (input costs plus emissions
costs) are h(c,q) = cq + A[(b-c)qj2.

Assume the demand function is P = 1 -Q, and Jet A = 10. Ifb = .8, then the solution

~o (7), that ,is, the coordinated solution, is c = .621, which results in Q = .26. and then

P(Q) -iJh

= 

-.05. As predicted, the decentralized solution implies tougher environmental-
éJQ

policies, c = .6265 and lower output, Q = 248, and emissions. However, for b =.2 the

P(Q) -~
éJQ

.0895 with higher output, Q = .606, and

solution to (7) is c = .J, with production Q = .6 (and then = .18), and the

decentralized policies would be weaker:

emlsslons.

c =.

4.-Concluding remarks

In this paper we have analyzed the effects of trade on environmental policies in a world of

bilateral trade and market power by firms. Governments equate costs and benefits of

environmental policies, taking into account strategic considerations. Under free trade and

symmetry, we have shown that the strategic distortions linked to trade are represented by the

higher responsiveness of production to changes in the environmental policy as compared to



what we would have under environmental policy coordination. The sign of this distortion on

environmental policies depends on the interplay between the use of the environmental policies

as an instrument to make firms internalize the environmental costs of production, and its directuse 

as an instrument to regulate the total social cost of production. As a consequence of this

latter use, total output under policy coordination could be higher than the level at which the

marginal willingness to pay equals the marginal social cost of production. If this is the case,

policy competition would induce a tougher environmental policy. Otherwise, policies softer

than efficient would resulto We have presented examples ofboth types.
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